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Abstract—This paper reviews an approach to assess the quality of methods for readability enhancement in multispectral images of degraded manuscripts. The idea of comparing processed images of artificially degraded manuscript pages to images that were taken before their degradation in order to evaluate the quality of digital restoration is fairly recent and little researched. We put the approach into a theoretical framework and conduct experiments on an existing dataset, thereby reproducing and extending the results described in the first publications on the approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Written heritage is a valuable resource for historians and linguists. However, the physical medium preserved may be in a condition that prohibits the direct access of the text: fading of the ink, darkening of the substrate or artificial removal due to substrate re-use (palimpsestion) are possible circumstances that render a text unreadable. Several imaging methods have been employed to recover such lost writings in the last fifteen years, with Multispectral and Hyperspectral imaging as well as X-Ray Fluorescence mapping being the most prominent base techniques [2], [7], [10], [11], [13], [20], [23], [24]. While the hardware systems are continually improved, post-processing methods for readability enhancement that were adapted for Multispectral Images of manuscripts over a decade ago [24] are still used by practitioners and prominently appear in recent literature [2], [10], [20]. Developments in the area are impeded by the absence of suitable metrics for automatically evaluating the quality of the results.

In literature describing methods for readability improvements of written heritage, evaluations based on expert ratings or the demonstration on selected examples is common [7], [13], [20], [23], [24]. This practice is unfavorable for the research field, as the evaluation of methods on large datasets is unfeasible if human assessment of results is required. Considering the fact that the development of computer vision methods typically involves multiple iterations of testing and improvement [31], the problem becomes even more apparent. A similar problem is faced by the practitioner, who is forced to manually try and visually evaluate a palette of methods in order to find the optimal result for a given investigated object.

We propose that an ideal metric for the assessment of readability should have the following properties:

1) Unsupervised. The readability assessment does not require user input, such as selection of different pixel classes. Furthermore, a readability score can be calculated for unknown documents, i.e. documents where the contained text is not known a-priori.

2) Culture agnostic. The assessment is applicable to writings of any script and language equally.

3) Consistent with expert ratings. At the end of the day, domain experts still possess the highest authority for readability assessment, as it is them who then actually read the texts. Therefore, a ranking of a given set of enhancement results based on the calculated readability score should coincide with a ranking created by a domain expert.

Such a metric not only facilitates efficient testing and benchmarking, but also allows for optimization-based parameter tuning for postprocessing algorithms or the pre-selection of the best images from a large number of results from different algorithms.

A. Previous Approaches for Quantitative Evaluation

Several attempts for a quantitative assessment of text restoration quality are found in literature. Arsene et al. [2] conducted a study on the effectiveness of a number of dimensionality reduction methods on a certain manuscript page. In addition to the obligatory score by expert rating, they employed the Davies-Bouldin Index and the Dunn Index, which are measures for cluster separability, as quality metrics. While all three metrics agreed on the best enhancement method, for the remaining positions of the ranking the computed scores diverged significantly from the human ratings, making their feasibility questionable. The authors acknowledge this and claim that the visual assessment by philologists is still the standard method of evaluating readability enhancement methods.

A natural assumption is that the quality of an image with regard to readability is strongly connected to its contrast. This is problematic however, as high contrast can be found in background noise and non-textual elements of a page (e.g. in the form of stains), especially when dealing with results of dimensionality reduction methods. Furthermore, the nominal contrast of an image can be increased by simple intensity transformations, thus rendering it impractical for the assessment of image quality. Faigenbaum et al. rely on the notion of potential contrast [26] to assess the readability...
of ostraca [8]. This measure rates the maximum contrast between foreground and background of a grayscale image that can be achieved by any intensity transformation. Although an intriguing idea, its implementation is problematic, as it relies on a binarization of the image by means of manually selected samples of foreground and background pixels, and the resulting score heavily depends on those samplings.

Another approach is to measure the quality of enhancement strategies by the performance of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) [14], [17]. In comparison to the preceding approaches, the evaluation via OCR performance has the advantage of directly related to the property of ‘readability’. However, a ground truth is required and the results depend on the OCR algorithm employed and the data on which it was trained. Hollaus et al. [14], for example, evaluate their work on Glagolitic script and use a custom OCR system that has been trained for Glagolitic script only.

B. Image Quality Assessment

A closely related topic is the general Image Quality Assessment (IQA). Relevant approaches are categorized by the amount of information available to the estimator [5], [21].

Full-Reference (FR) methods have knowledge of a reference image that is assumed to be of optimal quality. The quality score is in essence a metric for the similarity between the reference image and a degraded version [1], [30]; a typical use case is the evaluation of lossy image compression, where an original image is naturally available.

No-Reference (NR) methods require no additional information aside from the input image that is to be evaluated. Successful NR IQA approaches, that are not limited to a certain type of distortion, typically employ machine learning one way or the other [4]. While early methods based on natural scene statistics, such as DIIVINE [22] or BRISQUE [21], are largely hand-crafted and just ‘calibrated’ on a training dataset, recent publications make heavy use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [4], [5], [18], [15]. NR-IQA has been used to select optimal parameters for de-noising [21], [33] and artifact removal in image synthesis [3].

The problem of quantitatively evaluating readability enhancements can be considered a special case of IQA. For this application, however, a reference image is typically not available. It is thus natural that, using the taxonomy above, the assessment approaches outlined in Section I-A fall in the category of NR IQA (or Reduced-Reference IQA [30] in the case of evaluations based on OCR-performance). Although a NR approach would be preferable for the application, it is generally an ill-posed problem [18], even more so when focusing on the property of readability [10]. None of the approaches described above satisfies the requirements for an assessment metric we formulate. It is thinkable that CNN based approaches similar to those used for general NR IQA problems can be adapted and trained for readability assessment and used in a processing workflow for parameter optimization or pre-selection from a set of different results. For evaluation and benchmarking applications, however, CNNs are not a feasible option due to their dependence on a specific training process (which even introduces random components in the usual case of stochastic gradient descent optimization) [12] and the general opacity of their decision making [32].

C. Artificial Degradation

Giacometti et al. proposed a way to perform readability assessment in a FR setting [10]. They cut patches from an 18th century document written with iron gall ink on parchment and acquired Multispectral images before and after artificial degradation by various treatments. The resulting dataset [9] consists of 23 manuscript patches, of which 20 were subject to a different treatment each and three were left untreated as control images. Two of the patches were imaged from both sides, giving a total of 25 samples.

The dataset is then used to conduct a study on the performance of Multispectral imaging and postprocessing techniques in recovering information lost in the degradation process. The result images were compared with the untreated originals, which allows to view the approach as an instance of the FR IQA problem. The authors employ mutual information [29] as a similarity metric.

This work is of value and significance because to the best of our knowledge, it resulted in the first dataset systematically documenting the effects of degradation processes on the spectral response of written text and potentially enabling an objective evaluation of attempts to restore the original information. However, it has several restrictions for a broader application: First, the number of samples is small and, as all the samples are taken from the same manuscript, there is no variation in substrate and ink composition. Second, the important case of palimpsestation, i.e. the presence of a new layer of text on top of the degraded one, is omitted. Third, the accompanying paper [10] fails to conclusively show that comparison with the original image is a valid method to assess the quality of text restoration. Although plausible results are shown for selected examples, the generality of the results is not discussed; also it is not made clear which exact image is used for reference to obtain the specified mutual information scores. However, this is a prerequisite to legitimate further studies of this kind with a higher number of samples and greater variation.

In the following, we reproduce and extend the results described in the original paper in order to further investigate this third issue.

II. CONTINUATIVE EXPERIMENTS

The dataset described above contains multispectral images acquired with a monochromatic scientific camera as well as color images. In the following, we will only refer to the monochromatic images. For each sample, 21 spectral layers from 400nm to 950nm are available for the untreated and treated variants. The layers are intensity normalized [19] and inter-registered; however, the treated images are not registered to the untreated ones. Also a set of results from
dimensionality reduction methods is provided for each sample; they are registered to the untreated variants, but far from pixel-accurately, prohibiting quantitative comparisons.

A. Preprocessing

For greater flexibility and accuracy we pre-processed the dataset prior to our experiments:

1) From the untreated image, a pan-chromatic image is created by averaging the layers in the visible range (400nm < \( \lambda \) < 700nm). For the sake of simplicity and uniformity, these panchromatic images will serve as a reference for registration and comparison, and will from here on be referred to as reference.

2) One layer of the treated sample is registered to the reference using a deformable registration framework for medical image processing [16], [25]. The 800nm layer was chosen for that purpose, as a visual assessment showed that it shares most of the textual information with the untreated images for the majority of degradation types. A deformable registration approach is necessary due to deformations of the parchment resulting from the treatments.

3) The remaining treated images are registered using the transformation found in the previous step.

4) Panchromatic images and registered treated images are cropped to 900x900 pixels.

5) To produce test images that can be compared with the reference, the cropped, registered treated images are processed with five common (but arbitrarily chosen) dimensionality reduction methods: Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA), Factor Analysis (FA), Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (T-SVD) and K-Means Clustering (KM). From each method, five components were varying clip limits, to monitor the influence on the different respective scores was experimentally evaluated: For each sample, the first five Principal Components (showing varying degrees of initial contrast) were subjected to Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) with varying clip limits, to monitor the influence on the different scores.

The three samples treated with heat, mold and sodium hypochlorite could not be registered satisfactorily due to their condition and were thus omitted, leaving 22 samples for investigation. The resulting modified version of the dataset is available online [6].

B. Comparison metrics

The images retrieved from dimensionality reduction methods visualize statistical dependencies rather than measured intensity values, such that contrast, mean brightness and polarity (in our case referring to dark text on light background versus light text on dark background) of these images typically deviate from the original photographs [10]. Therefore, any comparison metrics that rely on absolute intensity differences, such as the Mean Squared Error or Peak Signal To Noise Ratio, are unsuitable for this application. Instead, metrics that provide a measure of structural similarity and are insensitive to contrast and polarity are required.

Viewing the pixel positions as observations and the intensity values of the compared images as observed variables, statistical measures of dependence such as the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) and Mutual Information (MI) between the variables (i.e. images) are available as relevant comparison metrics. While MI, which Giacometti et al. employed in their work [10], can be used as-is, reversed polarities result in negative PCC values such that the absolute value is used as a score.

Alternatively, established NR IQA metrics emphasizing structural similarity like the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [30] and Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) [27] are available. Although these metrics are not agnostic of contrast, its influence can be adjusted with a parameter for SSIM, while VIF actually rewards images with higher contrast than the reference. To make the methods invariant to polarity, we simply use \( \max(\varphi(I_{\text{ref}},I_{\text{test}}), \varphi(I_{\text{ref}},\neg I_{\text{test}})) \) as a comparison score, where \( \varphi \) denotes either SSIM of VIF between to images and \( \neg \) is the image complement.

We consciously refrain from employing more advanced FR IQA metrics (e.g. based on learning) for these initial experiments as they would introduce unnecessary complexity.

C. Experiments

In order to reproduce previous results [10] and investigate the feasibility of comparison with an intact original as a measure for readability, we compare each processed image with the reference using MI as well as the adapted variants of PCC, SSIM and VIF described above. The use of additional similarity metrics allows to observe if the choice of metric significantly influences the results. The scores were then used to create rankings of the processed images for each sample, allowing to visually assess their plausibility.

In addition, the influence of contrast enhancement on the respective scores was experimentally evaluated: For each sample, the first five Principal Components (showing varying degrees of initial contrast) were subjected to Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) with varying clip limits, to monitor the influence on the different scores.

The full results of our experiments as well as relevant source code can be accessed online along with our preprocessed version of the dataset [6].

III. DISCUSSION

Visually assessing the processed image variants ranked by the employed comparison metrics generally confirms the assumption that similarity to a non-degraded reference image correlates well to the readability of text. The example shown in Figure 1 is representative for the remaining samples, where similar situations are observed.

The rankings derived from different similarity metrics are well correlated, with MI and PCC showing the strongest agreement. This is comprehensible when visually assessing rankings like in Figure 1c, and also manifests in the correlation matrix of the different metrics, which is shown in Table I.

It might seem like the good scores of the highest ranked images are due to their high contrast; this general assumption, however, is readily disproved. Experiments with
different levels of generic contrast enhancement showed that it has no positive effect on the scores. On the contrary, the SSIM and VIF scores decrease with increasing contrast. Figure 2 plots the mean deviations of similarity scores over the clip limit used for CLAHE contrast enhancements, along with the respective standard deviations. Note that the mean MI and PCC scores remain almost constant, whereby MI exhibits lower standard deviations. MI is thus the most stable of the tested metrics with respect to contrast alterations. The finding that generic contrast enhancements do not improve comparison scores is comprehensible, because the contrast of signal and noise is enhanced likewise. It also suggests that high comparison scores result from contrast that is also present in the original image (especially between text and foreground), which in turn supports the feasibility of image comparison as a quality metric for text restoration.

Although the results are visually convincing in general, individual examples for obviously erroneous ratings are
found frequently. Figure 3 shows examples. The reason for those errors have not been investigated yet.

To definitely validate the feasibility of the approach, a user study is necessary to obtain a strong ground truth dataset containing subjective quality ratings from multiple individuals. Such datasets are the basis for any quantitative evaluation of image quality metrics, just as it is the case for general IQA problems [4], [28].

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have surveyed the approach to assess the quality of readability enhancement methods by comparison with intact reference images, both theoretically and experimentally, and formulated it as a special case of Full-Reference Image Quality Assessment. Intuitively the approach is sensible, because the goal of any digital restoration is to produce results as similar to the originals as possible. Using four relatively simple image comparison metrics we produced visually convincing rankings of processed images; however, cases where the method fails were observed as well. In general, the four tested metrics correlate well, with Mutual Information and Pearson Correlation Coefficient showing the strongest agreement. We also showed that generic contrast enhancements have no positive effects on the comparison score and identified Mutual Information as the most stable metric in this regard. However, for a definite confirmation of the validity of this approach, a set of test images with expert-rated readability scores is required. To this end, a systematic user study is necessary. Only with this prerequisite can an improvement of the method be attempted, that is, the development of a of a more specialized and stable metric for image comparison. These attempts can also pave the way for the exploration of No-Reference IQA methods for readability assessment, which would be the optimal solution for this problem.
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